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Tuberculosis (TB), caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC),

remains a global health burden, claiming millions of lives annually. Despite the

availability of a vaccine (the Bacillus Calmette-Guérin; BCG), diagnostics (smear

microscopy and DNA-based diagnostics) and drugs for treatment, challenges like

drug resistance, lower diagnostic sensitivity such as microscopy, instrumentation

and high-level operational expertise requirement and poor vaccine efficacy pose

a greater hinderance to TB monitoring and control. The inability of the BCG

vaccine to protect against TB other than disseminated disease in neonates call for

innovative approaches to provide improved interventions. This review highlights

the potential of multi-omics as a powerful emerging tool offering a holistic

insight into the intricate interplay between pathogens and the host immune

response. It discusses the potential of multi-omics for discovering biomarkers as

targets for rational drug design, production of more effective vaccines and as

stable targets for production of universally applicable rapid diagnostics for early

and accurate TB detection as well as monitoring treatment.
KEYWORDS
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Background

Tuberculosis (TB) remains a significant global health burden,

affecting about 7.5 million people while claiming approximately 1.3

million lives in 2022 alone (1). The World Health Organization

(WHO) End TB Strategy aims to reduce TB incidence by 90% and

deaths by 95% by 2035 (2). Efforts including prevention of infection

through vaccination, rapid diagnosis and treatment of diagnosed

cases, toward the attainment of these goals have met some

challenges. Whereas the complex interplay of host-pathogen

interactions affects the usefulness of the only WHO approved

Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine other than protection of

neonates against disseminated TB, there is limited impact of current

diagnostic tools (including low sensitivity and specificity of sputum-

smear microscopy, long turnaround time for sputum cultures and

high instrumentation need and/or expertise requirement for DNA-

based diagnostics coupled with their inability to be used for

monitoring treatment). Moreso, the emergence of drug-resistant

(DR) strains of the TB pathogen, threatens to make TB an

untreatable disease. To overcome these obstacles, a paradigm shift

toward innovative approaches is crucial. Multi-omics, the

integration of multiple biological datasets (genomics,

transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, etc.), offers a

promising approach for discovery of novel biomarkers for vaccine

development, enhanced TB diagnostics (including treatment

monitoring) and rationale drug development.

Tuberculosis, caused by theMycobacterium tuberculosis complex

(MTBC) is a group of closely related acid-fast bacilli, primarily affects

the lungs but can spread to other organs. Despite the availability of

effective treatment, TB remains the leading cause of death from a

single infectious agent until the outbreak of COVID-19 (1).

BCG vaccine, the only licensed TB vaccine, has shown variable

efficacy in preventing TB, especially in adults (3). This variability

has been attributed to several factors, including waning immunity

over time, regional variations in circulating MTBC genotypes, and

prior exposure to environmental mycobacteria (4, 5). The failure of

BCG vaccine to provide consistent protection has contributed to

exacerbating the global TB burden. This is particularly true in

settings of high-incidence of TB, which hinders progress toward TB

elimination goals (1, 2). This lack of complete protection by the only

existing vaccine has necessitated the continuous reliance on

diagnostics and complex treatment regimens, which are

challenged by drug resistance and limited resources (1).

Treatment of uncomplicated TB takes up to six months and this

extended treatment duration affects compliance leading to

defaulting and its associated development of drug resistance (6).

The emergence of drug resistant (DR) TB, particularly multidrug-

resistant (MDR-TB) and extensively drug-resistant (XDR-TB)

strains, poses a significant threat to global TB control efforts (7).

Treatment of DR-TB with the current drugs is expensive, with

associated adverse effects and relatively low treatment success

resulting in poor treatment adherence and high mortality rates

(8). To accelerate attaining the End TB Strategy by 2035, the need

for new potent TB drugs to shorten the treatment course is

warranted. The introduction of DNA-based diagnostics including

the GeneXpert and line-probe assays at diagnostics and referral
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laboratories have led to simultaneous increased in accuracy of TB

diagnostics and detection of drug resistant cases, compared to the

use sputum smear microscopy and culture. Nevertheless, culture

remains the choice tool for monitoring treatment albeit limited

reduced sensitivity, specificity and long turnaround time (9, 10). On

the contrary, the tuberculin skin test (TST) and interferon-gamma

release assays (IGRAs) detect latent TB infection (LTBI) but cannot

distinguish between active TB disease and LTBI (11). There is an

urgent need for accurate and rapid diagnostic tests to enable early

detection of active TB and prompt initiation of appropriate

treatment as well as monitor treatment.

Multi-omics approaches offer unmatched prospects to unravel

the complex molecular mechanisms underlying TB pathogenesis,

drug resistance, and host response (12). By integrating data from

different biological levels, multi-omics can provide a comprehensive

picture of the molecular landscape of TB, identifying novel

biomarkers with diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic potentials

(13). Multi-omics can identify host and/or pathogen biomarkers

that differentiate between active TB and LTBI, predict risk of disease

progression and essential bacteria genes and/or enzymes, or detect

DR-TB associated markers early in the course of infection. These

biomarkers could serve as targets for developing rapid, non-invasive

diagnostics for rational drug design and, development of new

vaccines (14). Several studies have demonstrated the potential of

multi-omics in TB biomarker discovery. For instance,

metabolomics identification of host metabolites associated with

active TB and treatment response (15, 16). Transcriptomic

discovery of gene expression signatures associated with DR-TB

(17) and proteomic identification of peptides for potential TB

diagnosis and monitoring (18, 19). Multi-omics hold immense

potential for revolutionizing TB control. Multiple omics datasets

can be integrated with machine learning to enhance biomarker

discovery by providing a more comprehensive understanding of the

complex molecular interactions in TB to identify subtle patterns

and correlations that may not be apparent through traditional

statistical methods (14). By identifying novel biomarkers and

shedding light on the molecular mechanisms underlying TB

pathogenesis, multi-omics can pave the way for development of

potent vaccine, better diagnostics, personalized treatment strategies,

and ultimately, more effective interventions to combat this global

health threat.
The power of multi-omics

Traditional research on TB often focuses on single “omes,” such

as the genome or proteome, providing a limited window into

complex biological systems. Multi-omics on the other hand takes

a synergistic approach by integrating data from various “omes”

including genomics (study of the complete genetic makeup of an

organism), transcriptomics (analysis of total expressed genes

(mainly mRNA) by the organism under specified conditions),

proteomics (characterization of total protein abundance and

modifications) and metabolomics (study of metabolites, the small

molecules produced by cellular processes). By analyzing data on an

organism under specified conditions from these diverse platforms,
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researchers gain comprehensive understanding of the organism

under investigation which wouldn’t be possible by analyzing

individual omics data sets in isolation (14, 20, 21). As shown

below (Figure 1), data integration from multi-omics platforms

can lead to better understanding of pathogenesis and host-

pathogen interactions at different stages of TB infection/disease

progression. While identifying genes, peptides and/or metabolites

that play key functions at these stages. Such identified genes,

peptides and/or metabolites can serve as potential biomarkers for

new improved diagnostics, rational drug design and/or

development of potent vaccines for control of TB.
Improved TB diagnostics

Early and accurate TB diagnosis is crucial for prompt treatment

and transmission prevention. Multi-omics approaches can facilitate

the development of rapid, and reliable diagnostic tools (high

specificity and sensitivity) by discovering of novel host and

pathogen biomarkers that are associated with TB infection. This

can be done by 1)non-targeted omics comparison of whole

transcriptomes, proteomes and metabolomes of target biological

specimen such as serum, urine and/or stool of confirmed TB

patients to those from healthy individuals 2) non-targeted omics

comparison of whole genome, transcriptomes, proteomes and

metabolomes from MTBC spanning all the identified

phylogenetic lineages and other non-MTBC mycobacteria,

zooming unto markers present in each phylogenetic lineage but

absent in all non-MTBC mycobacteria (13, 22–25). These

biomarkers can be used to develop non-invasive rapid diagnostic

tests that do not only rely on sputum but other biological specimen

such as stool, urine and/or blood (26–28). Such diagnostics should

not require high expertise and/or instrumentation and should be
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applicable at point of care especially for TB patients coinfected with

HIV and children who are mostly associated with difficulty in

producing good quality sputum which negatively affect sputum-

based diagnostics (29, 30). Once such diagnostics are developed,

they would have to be evaluated in different geographical regions of

the world because of the unique phylogeography of the MTBC to

ensure their universal specificity. This evaluation must be supported

by targeted multi-omics profiling of the indicator biomarkers.
Rational TB drug production

The emergence of DR-MTBC strains necessitates the discovery

of novel therapeutics. Multi-omics strategies can contribute

significantly to this critical endeavor through rapid identification

of new druggable targets and evaluating efficacy and/or safety of

administered drug candidates and determining the mode of action

of drug candidates to hasten development approval (31).

Transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics have been used to

identify essential MTBC genes and proteins that are critical for the

pathogens survival and/or virulence (32–37). Such identified

markers can be targeted through rational drug design such

BacPROTACs to disrupt critical MTBC pathways (38, 39),

hindering its growth or replication. For example, after

identification of MTBC KasA as potential drug target (40–42),

several studies reviewed previously by Rudraraju et al. have used

diverse omics approaches to screen for KasA inhibitors as potential

candidates for drug development (43). The metabolic perturbations

induced by drug candidates in MTBC can provide insights into their

potential effectiveness, safety and mode of action (44), hence

guiding the prioritization of leads with the most promising

activity against the pathogen but safe for the host and potentially

reducing the risk of resistance development.
FIGURE 1

Schematic depiction of integrating multi-omics for TB research toward development of improved control tools.
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TB vaccine development

Effective vaccines are crucial for preventing TB infection and/or

disease. Multi-omics strategies are aiding in the development of

improved vaccines by helping to understand host immune

responses and analyzing the response to trial and approved

vaccines. Transcriptomics and proteomics have been utilized in

identifying immune signatures (e.g., antibodies, T-cells) crucial for

protective immunity against MTBC infection (45–47). Such

discoveries can inform selection of potential vaccine antigens

capable of eliciting desired immunological responses, which could

be accessed using a desired omics platform such as transcriptomics

and/or proteomics (48–50). For example, transcriptomics have been

used to identify T-cell responses associated with protection against

TB in animal models, paving the way for the development of

vaccines targeting these specific T-cell populations (51, 52). On

the other hand, metabolomics was used to predict trained immunity

in response to BCG vaccination (53). By analyzing the immune

response to vaccines under trials, researchers can identify potential

limitations and refine vaccine design to enhance their efficacy and

overcome existing challenges. Since conventional immunologic

assays are time consuming and very expensive (54–56),

employing multi-omics approaches can efficiently deliver much

better outcome at a shorter turnaround time and at relatively

reduced cost (57). For example, multi-omics have been used to

identify the core vaccine targets for Campylobacter jenuni (58) and

in another to reveal attenuated inflammatory responses induced by

COVID-19 vaccination (59). In TB research however, multi-omics

was used to identify the epigenetic cellular states associated with

trained immunity in response to BCG vaccination (60). With the

failure of the BCG vaccine to protect against TB other than

disseminated TB in neonates, it is imperative that current and

future TB vaccine developments capitalize on efficiency of mult-

omics to hasten the process as well as produce adjuvants, vaccine

candidates and vaccine formulations that are more potent than the

BCG vaccine.
Challenges of multi-omics
applications in TB and
future directions

Despite the significant progress made in utilizing multi-omics

for TB research, several challenges remain including data

complexity, standardization of data and sharing, translation of

scientific findings to clinical applications and policy (61–63).

Firstly, different omics technologies (genomics, transcriptomics,

proteomics, metabolomics, etc.) produce data with varying formats,

scales, and noise levels. Integrating these heterogeneous data types

into a coherent framework is technically challenging requiring

sophisticated bioinformatics tools and expertise. This necessitates

the development of user-friendly analytical tools and the training of
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researchers in advanced data analysis techniques to unlock the full

potential of multi-omics data. However, transitioning from wet lab

basic research assays to learning computer programming languages

is not an easy feat. There are several commercially available omics

analytics platforms but the subscription fees are quite expensive and

not sustainable for less endowed TB research teams (64, 65).

Perhaps the best way around this is to train young and upcoming

scientists to take up courses in bioinformatics, computer

engineering and/or computer science or employ already

experienced bioinformaticians to beef up the data handling aspect

of TB labs. However, this endeavor is very expensive and remains

critical challenge for most TB research groups especially those in

resource limited regions of the world who are also the most burden

with TB. Nevertheless, collaboration of such TB labs with well-

resourced international TB research groups who have competent

multi-omics expertise would be a step in the right direction to assist

the struggling labs analyzing their multi-omics data as well as build

omics capacity for the future (66). It also important to note the

omics capacity building activities of regional institutions and

research collaborative networks such as the AfCDC (African

Center for Disease Control), H3Africa (Human Heredity and

Health in Africa), WANETAM (West Africa Network of

Excellence for Tuberculosis, Aids and Malaria), PANDORA-ID-

Net (Pan-African Network For Rapid Research, Response, Relief

and Preparedness for Infectious Disease Epidemics) and PANGenS

(Pan-Africa Network for Genomic Surveillance of Poverty Related

Disease and Emerging Pathogens) in Sub-Saharan Africa which is

one of the high TB burdened WHO regions are commendable and

can be emulated by other resource limited regions (67–70).

Another multi omics challenge is the lack of standardized

protocols for sample handling and data generation across different

laboratories which can lead introduction of inconsistent variabilities

and/or biases into the resulting data, making it difficult to compare

and integrate datasets from different sources. However, high quality

and consistent data are crucial for reliable multi-omics analyses.

Therefore, establishing standardized protocols for data collection,

analysis, and interpretation is crucial for facilitating collaborative

research and maximizing the impact of multi-omics approaches. To

overcome this hurdle open-access data and protocol sharing would be

essential. That notwithstanding, there is the need to consider

institutional, local and international propriety laws and regulations

to protect vulnerable groups and ensure team, national and

collaborative interests while making data available to the research

community and policy makers. Once these regulations are established,

essential data sharing platforms can be built to enable researchers to

build upon existing findings and accelerate progress in TB research.

Lastly, albeit multi-omics holds immense promise for biomarker

discovery, translating these findings into clinically useful diagnostics

and therapeutics require further research and development efforts.

These include conducting large-scale validation studies, addressing

regulatory hurdles, and ensuring the affordability and accessibility of

new diagnostics and drugs, while competing with existing

interventions especially in resource-limited settings (61–63).
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Conclusion

Multi-omics techniques are revolutionizing TB research,

offering a powerful approach to identify novel biomarkers for

rational drug design, vaccine development, and rapid diagnostics.

By integrating data from various “omes,” researchers can gain a

wholistic understanding of the complex interplay between the

MTBC and the host immune response, paving the way for the

development of more effective tools to combat this global health

canker. Addressing the existing challenges with expertise and

fostering fruitful collaborations hold the key to unlocking the full

potential of multi-omics and translating these discoveries into

tangible benefits for improving TB diagnosis, treatment, and

ultimately, global health outcomes.
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